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Abstract

We extend behavioural speci�cation based on hidden sorts to rewriting logic by con�

structing a hybrid between the two underlying logics� This is achieved by de�ning a

concept of behavioural satisfaction for rewriting logic� Our approach is semantic in

that it is based on a general construction on models� called behaviour image� which

uses �nal models in an essential way� However we provide syntactic characterisa�

tions for the for the behavioural satisfaction relation� thus opening the door for

shifting recent advanced proof techniques for behavioural satisfaction to rewriting

logic� We also show that the rewriting logic behavioural satisfaction obeys the so�

called �satisfaction condition� of the theory of institutions� thus providing support

for OBJ style modularisation for this new paradigm�

� Introduction

This research aims at integrating two di�erent semantic approaches on objects

and concurrency by internalising behavioural speci�cation ���� to �conditional�
rewriting logic �abbreviatted RWL� ����	 We provide with a logic underly


ing this integration of the two speci�cation paradigms� which we call hidden

sorted rewriting logic �abreviatted HSRWL�� and which is a hybrid be


tween RWL and Goguen�s hidden sorted algebra �abreviatted HSA�� i	e	� the

logic underlying behavioural speci�cation in equational logic	 Both HSA and

RWL have their origin within the rich tradition of algebraic speci�cation� how


ever their approach to objects and concurrency is quite di�erent	 HSRWL aims

at providing a unitary framework encoding all important aspects of concur


rent objects by combining the HSA approach to behavioural speci�cation of

objects �featuring local states� attributes� methods� classes� inheritance� etc	�

with the RWL approach to concurrent distributed systems	 Thus HSRWL

uni�es the two constituent sub
logics within a single but exible framework	
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This is hardly a new idea� the semantics of many multi
paradigm systems

where treated similarly� i	e	� by unifying the logics involved	

HSRWL is based on a de�nition of behavioural satisfaction for RWL	 We

approach behavioural satisfaction for RWL from a semantic angle �as op


posed to the syntactic one of �������� by following the general methodology

introduced in ��� but adapted to the rather complex case of RWL	 This ap


proach highlights a construction on models� called behaviour image� using �nal

models� this signi�cantly generalises the concept of �behavioural equivalence�

central to the HSA theory	 Behaviour images do more than equating �ele


ments but also transitions in the RWL case� under behavioural equivalence�

they also add new �behaviour transitions�	 So we argue that the concept of

behaviour image is more fundamental than behaviour equivalence	 Another

advantage of this semantic approach� also very transparent in ���� is that it is

actually independent of sentences� so it can be directly used for many kinds

of sentences without regard of their complexity	

As mentioned above� �nal models play a crucial r�ole in our de�nition of

behavioural satisfaction for RWL	 We show that �nal models can be obtained

naturally as a �proper� Kan extension� which provides a compact formula for

the �nal models	

We also study a more re�ned development of behavioural satisfaction for

RWL which takes into account the possible transitions between the observa


tions on the states of the system �which are naturally induced by the trasitions

at the level of data�	 This amounts in principle to a ��version �we borrow the

terminology from �
categories which play an important technical r�ole here�

of our theory� and the development of the concepts and results for both the

simple and the �
version is done in parallel	 At the end we analyse the rela


tionship between behavioural satisfaction and �
behavioural satisfaction and

provide some su�cient conditions for them to coincide	 For example� they co


incide whenever there is at most one transition between the elements of data�

which in most aplications is a desirable condition	

Our work concentrates at providing the semantic foundations for behavioural

speci�cation in RWL� which can be used as a solid logical basis for proving be


havioural properties of concurrent distributed systems	 This requires a proof

theory for the behavioural satisfaction which is actually essential in applica


tions	 We give syntactic characterisations for behavioural satisfaction analo


gous to the original HSA de�nition of behavioural satisfaction using contexts	

This opens the door for using the advanced techniques developed for HSA�

such as the so
called �coinduction� of ����	

Behavioural speci�cation supports the powerful module system �a la OBJ

���� featuring parameterised programming and module expressions	 This is

based on the HSRWL institution� thus enabling the direct application of the

semantics of module systems developed using institutions ������	 The HSRWL

institution depends on some conditions on the signature morphisms which

were �rst discovered by Goguen in ����� the most important naturally corre


sponding to the encapsulation of classes and sub
classes from object
oriented

programming	 HSRWL adds a new condition corresponding to �encapsulation

�
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of structural axioms�� this is due to computation modulo structural axioms

being treated as a �rst
class citizen in the de�nition of RWL �see �����	

Finally� we hope HSRWL can be used as a framework for the semantics

of systems e�ectively combining behavioural speci�cation and RWL	 Such an

example is CafeOBJ ��� �whose semantics provide sin fact the main motivation

for this work�� and in the Appendix we provide a small example written in

CafeOBJ whose main purpose is to illustrate in detail the concepts introduced

and used in this work	
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� Preliminaries

This work assumes certain familiarity from the reader�s side with the basics

of category theory� also some knowledge and experience with HSA and RWL

might prove very useful	

Categorical notations and terminology generally follows ����� with the no


tably di�erence that we write composition diagramatically	 Also� we may

often use the subscript notation rather than the usual bracket notation when

evaluating a function at an argument	 When using �
categories we stick with

the standard terminology of �
cells standing for �primitive� objects� �
cells for

arrows between objects� and �
cells for arrows between arrows	 We denote

�
cells by � and �
cells by �� this also applies to the standard example of

C at� where �
cells are categories� �
cells are functors and �
cells are natural

transformations	 The class of objects of a category C is� as usually� denoted

as jC j	

Since this work has its origins within the tradition of algebraic speci�ca


tion� we inevitably use a lot of algebraic speci�cation notations and concepts�

such as �many sorted� signature� algebras� homorphisms �our terminology and

notations being consistent to ������ but also the poweful concept of institution

���� which constitute the modern level of algebraic speci�cation	 We denote

an institution � by �Sign�Mod� Sen� j��� where Sign is the category of signa


tures� Mod � Sign� C at
op

the model functor� Sen � Sign� C at the sentence

functor� and j� is the satisfaction relation	 Given a signature morpshim � the

reduct functor Mod��� is often denoted as �� and we often overload � as a

short hand notation for Sen���	

The rest of the preliminary section is devoted to the brief presentation of

HSA and RWL	
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��� Behavioural Speci�cation

Hidden sorted algebra was introduced in ���� as an algebraic semantics for the

object paradigm capturing its main features such as local states� attributes�

methods� classes� inheritance� concurrent distributed operation� etc	 The cen


tral notion of the HSA algebra approach is that of behavioural satisfaction�

that is we are interested in the behaviour of the objects rather than in the de


tails of how they are implemented	 HSA distinguishes between data� modelled

with �visible� sorts� and states� modelled with �hidden� sorts	 The recent pa


per ���� outlines a programme of research on HSA� also giving an overview of

some results in this area	 By behavioural speci�cation we mean speci�ca


tion using HSA	

����� Hidden sorted algebra

In this section we provide the basic de�nition of HSA	 For reasons of simplicity

of presentation HSA assumes a �xed collection of data types given by a many

sorted signature �V��� and a �xed �V���
algebra	 �V��� D� is called the

universe of data	 A hidden sorted signature �over �V��� D�� is a pair

�H���� where H is a set of hidden sorts� disjoint from V � and � is a �H �V �

signature� such that

�S�� if � � �w�v with w � V � and v � V � then � � �w�v� and

�S�� if � � �w�v then at most one element of w lies in H	

A hidden sorted signature morphism � � �H���� �H ������ is an ordinary

signature morphism � � �� �� such that�

�M�� ��v� � v for all v � V and ���� � � for all � � ��

�M�� ��H� � H �� and

�M�� if �� � ��

w��s� and some sort in w� lies in ��H�� then �� � ���� for some

� � �	

A hidden sorted model over �H��� is a �
algebra M such that M�� �

D and a homomorphism of hidden sorted models h � M � M � is an

ordinary homomorphism algebras such that h�� � �D	

The reader might easily notice that this setup for HSA strongly resembles

the setup for constraint logic of ��� in that �V��� can be regarded as a signature

of �built
ins�� D as a model of �built
ins�� and � as an extension of �V���

with �logical� symbols	 In this way �V��� D��� appears as a constraint logic

signature� thus enabling the direct use of the model and sentence functors of

the constraint logic institution �see ���� for dealing with variable rather than

�xed data types	

����� Hiding and behaviour in institutions

Although behavioural speci�cation is traditionally developed and studied within

the context of equational logic �i	e	� algebra�� the essential core of the be


havioural speci�cation paradigm can be developed in a modern generic style

���� often referred as �institution
independent�	 In ��� we develop a generic

�
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method for de�ning a behavioural satisfaction relation on top of any satis


faction relation in an institution� in particular� in this paper� we apply this

methodolgy to the �mathematically complex� case of RWL	

The main idea of this approach is to provide a semantic de�nition of be


havioural satisfaction as opposed to the syntactic traditional one	 In the

particular case of HSA� the two de�nitions coincide� but the former one has

the advantage that is conceptually more general since it uses an operation

on models rather than on sentences	 Models usually have simple de�nitions

while sentences sometimes might have complex de�nitions� moreover many

institutions share the same notion of model� but they di�er in the sentence

part	

In order to describe the notion of behaviourally indistinguishable concisely

��� introduces behaviour algebras which are a simple kind of hidden sorted

algebras but have a concise formulation of �behaviour�	 This is somewhat

reminiscent of the Lawvere notion of algebra for an algebraic theory ���� in

the sense that it is just a functor interpreting a behaviour signature� which

is a conversion of a hidden sorted signature to a special category	
�

Hidden

sorted algebras convert to behaviour algebras and back again and that there

are �nal behaviour algebras	 The morphism to the �nal algebra yields the

required behavioural quotient	 In ��� we use this to develop a way of taking an

institution equipped with some extra data and producing an object version of

the institution �or a �hidden� version�	 The extra data shows how the models

of the institution can be viewed as representing behaviour models	 Here is the

idea in outline	 We take an institution � plus the extra data and produce an

institution H���� thus

� We have a notion of H signature� and each H signature should have a correspond�

ing � signature�

� The models of the H signature are a subcategory of the models of the � signature�

� For each model M of an H signature � we can derive a behaviour model�

� We compute an image of this behaviour model by taking the image factorisation

of the unique morphism to the �nal behaviour model �in the particular case of

HSA this corresponds to getting the quotient model by equating the elements

which have the same observable behaviour	�

� We convert this image model back into an H model M �

� The satisfaction relation in H between the modelM and any sentence e is de�ned

as the satisfaction in � between M and e�

All this should work smoothly when one changes signatures� so that we get

an institution H equipped with an institution morphism to �	 This is for


malised by the main result of ���� and we use this methodology for de�ning

the behavioural satisfaction in HSRWL	

� We will give extended and precise de�nitions of all these in Section ��

�
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��� Rewriting Logic

Rewriting logic was introduced by Meseguer ���� as a new unifying semantic

theory for concurrency	 In this paragraph we briey review the basic concepts

of RWL� but the reader is strongly advised to consult ���� for more details	

The syntax of rewriting logic is given by the rewrite signatures� which

are algebraic theories ��� E�� where � is an algebraic signature � and E is

a collection of �
equations �called structural equations�	 The sentences of

rewriting logic are conditional rewrite rules modulo E� i	e	�

��X� �t�� �t�� if �u��� �v�� � � � �uk�� �vk�

where t� t�� ui� vi are �
terms with variables X and modulo the equations in E	

The left
hand side of if is the head of the rule and the right
hand side is the

condition of the rule	

The proof theory of rewriting logic consists of � deduction rules strongly

resembling the equational logic deduction rules� the crucial di�erence being

the absence of the symmetry rule	 This goes to the heart of the philosophy of

RWL which is a logic about changes rather than equality	

Semantics of RWL is given by its models� called �rewrite� systems which

provide with an elegant categorical formulation for the concept of concurrent

distributed system	 In ���� Meseguer presents an impressive list of examples

from various areas of concurrency research	 A model for the rewrite signature

��� E� is given by the interpretation of the corresponding algebraic theory

into C at	 More concretely� a model A interprets each sort s as a category As�

and each operation � � �w�s as a functor �A � Aw � As� where Aw stands

for As� � � � � � Asn for w � s� � � � sn	 Each �
term t � w � s gets a functor

tA � Aw � As by evaluating it for each assignment of the variables occuring

in t with arrows from the corresponding carriers of A	 The satisfaction of

an equation t � t
� by A is given by tA � t

�

A�
� in particular all structural

equations should be satsi�ed by A	 A model morphism is a family of functors

indexed by the sorts commuting the interpretations of the operations in �	

This algebra �enriched� over C at is a special case of category�based equa�

tional logic �see ��������� when letting the category A of models to be the

interpretations of � into C at as abovely described� the category X of domains

to be the category of many sorted sets� and the forgetful functor U � A � X

forgetting the interpretations of the operations and the composition between

the arrows� i	e	� mapping each category to its set of arrows	 This enables the

use of the machinery of category
based equational logic as a technical aide to

the model theory of RWL	

The satisfaction of a rewrite rule ��X� �t� � �t�� if �u�� � �v�� � � � �uk� �

�vk� by a system A has a rather sophisticated de�nition using the concept

of subequaliser	 Let w be the string of sorts associated to the collection of

variables X	 Then

� Order sorted signature in the full generality� but for presentation simplicity we restrict

ourselves to the many�sorted case�
� This de�nition extends without di�culty to conditional equations�

�
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A j� ��X� �t� � �t�� if �u�� � �v�� � � � �uk� � �vk�

i� there exists a natural transformation JA� tA � JA� t
�

A where

JA � Subeq��uiA� viA�i���k� � Aw is the subequaliser functor� i	e	� the func


tor component of the �nal object in the category having pairs �Dom�S�
S
�

Aw� �S� uiA
�i� S� viA�i���k� as objects and functors H such that H�S � � S and

H�� � � as arrows	

The satisfaction relation between the sentences and the syntax of rewrit


ing logic gives an institution in which the signature morphisms are morphisms

of algebraic theories and the translation of the quanti�ers and terms �mod


ulo structural axioms� along the signature morphisms is the same as in the

institution of equational logic modulo axioms �denoted ELM in ����	

� ����Behaviour Signatures and Systems

Behaviour systems provide a concise formulation of �behaviour� for concurrent

systems by converting a hidden sorted rewrite model �system� into another

kind of system which is mathematically simpler	 Behaviour systems gener


alise behaviour algebras of ��� in the same way the models of rewriting logic

generalise the models of equational logic� i	e	� general algebra	

De�nition ��� A ����behaviour signature is a ����category with distin�

guished 	�cell d such that there are no ��cells whose source is d except the

identity
 we let a morphism of ����behaviour signatures be a ����functor

preserving the distinguished 	�cell and such that distinguished 	�cells are the

only 	�cells mapped to distinguished 	�cells�

We write a ����behaviour signature as a pair �C� d� where C is a ���

�category and d is its distinguished 	�cell� We use h and h� for 	�cells di�erent

from d� and we use e for ��cells�

Notice that �
behaviour signatures are simple behaviour signatures by ignoring

the �
cells	 Similarly for signature morphisms	

Fact ��� Each hidden sorted signature �H��� over �V��� D� gives rise to a

��behaviour signature �C� d� where

� jCj � H � fdg
 and

� C is freely generated by the family of sets of ��cells C�h� n� � fh�� ai
r
�

h�� a�i j � � �vhv� �n� v� v
� � V �� r � Dvv��a� a��g where h � H and n �

H � fdg�

Each hidden sorted signature morphism � � �H��� � �H ����� gives rise to a

��behaviour signature morphism � by letting ��h�� ai
r
� h�� a�i� � h����� ai

r
�

h����� a�i�

In the following we provide ���
functorial semantics for behaviour systems

in the style of Lawvere functorial semantics for algebraic theories ����	

De�nition ��� Let �C� d� be a ����behaviour signature andD be a category� A

����behaviour system over �C� d�D� is a ����functor A � C � C at such that

Ad � D� A morphism of ����behaviour systems is a ����natural transformation

�
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such that its component at d is the identity on D� By BSys�C� d�D� we denote

the category of behaviour systems and their morphisms and by �BSys�C� d�D�
the category of ��behaviour systems and ��behaviour morphisms�

�� The Final Behaviour System

As emphasised in ������� �nal models play a crucial role in the semantics of
behavioural speci�cation	 Following ���� in Section �	� we use �nal models
for providing a semantic de�nition for behavioural satisfaction in RWL	 We
concentrate here on the �nal behaviour system �in both the simple and the
more complex version� which we obtain as a Kan
extension	

Theorem ��� For any ����behaviour signature �C� d�D� there exists the �nal

�terminal� ����behaviour system B which can be obtained as the right ����Kan

extension of d along D�

Proof� If d and D are regarded as ��
�functors from the �nal category � con

sisting of one identity cell� then the �nal ��
�behaviour system over �C� d�D�
is just the right ��
�Kan extension of d along D	

Let�s �rst discuss the simpler case of ordinary behaviour systems	 The
right Kan
extension exists since C at is small complete� i	e	� it has all small
limits �Corrolary � pg	 ��� of �����	

� ��
d

��

D B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B C

��

B

C at

A slightly subtle point concerns the equality d�B � D for B the right
Kan
extension of d along D	 This is equivalent with the condition that B is really
a behaviour system� i	e	� B�d� � D	 This follows directly by Corollary � pg	
��� of ���� because d is full �since there are no arrows in C out of d except the
identity� and faithful as a functor	

The �
case can be treated similarly by using �the dual of� Theorem �	�	�
from ��� � applied to the C at
enriched case� for example	

For understanding the �behavioural� structure of B� we need to explicitate
its construction �see Corollary � pg	 ��� of ���� for the case of ordinary
categories��

Corollary ��	 The structure of the �nal ��behaviour system B is given by�

�i� for each 	�cell n � jCj� Bn is the functor category DC�n�d�
�

�ii� for each ��cell e � jC�n� n��j� Be is DC�e�d�
� i�e�� the functor DC�n�d� �

DC�n��d�
given by �Be��f�c � fe�c where f � DC�n�d�

and c � C�n�� d�� and

�iii� � for the ��case only� for each ��cell e
r
� e�

� Br is DC�r�d�
� i�e�� the

natural transformation DC�e�d� � DC�e��d�
given by ��Br�f �c � frc for

each f � DC�n�d�
and each c � C�n�� d��

� Generalising the standard Kan�extension existence result to enriched category theory�

�
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Notice that the behaviour system underlying the �nal �
behaviour system is

not �nal� One can easily notice this when comparing the de�nition of Bn �for

n arbitrary �
cell� in each case� in the �
case this is a proper functor category

while in the simple case it is just a power category �having of course �more�

objects and arrows�	 This di�erence �nally amounts in principle to di�erent

concepts of behavioural satisfaction for RWL	

�� The Image Behaviour System

We now turn to the de�nition of image behaviour which plays the most impor


tant r�ole for the de�nition of behavioural satisfaction	 In the case of RWL this

provides a non
trivial generalisation of HSA behavioural quotients because in

RWL the behaviour image system apart of equating elements and transitions

under the behavioural equivalence relation� also adds new transitions to the

original model	 This is formally achieved by using a rather abstract formu


lation� the notion of image factorisation system as de�ned in ���	 In fact

our factorisation system for behaviour systems is inherited from one of the

factorisation systems in C at as follows�

Fact ��
 The category of systems over �C� d�D� has a canonical image fac�

torisation system �EC �MC� with EC � fe morphism of ����behaviour systems j

eh surjective on objects for any hg andMC � fm morphism of ����behaviour

systems j mh full� faithful and injective on objects for any hg�

Proof� Each component of a morphism of ��
�behaviour systems factors in

C at through the image factorisation system �E �M� of C at where E � fe j

e surjective on objectsg andM � fm j m full� faithful and injective on objectsg�

then we use the Diagonal Fill
in Property for image factorisation systems to

de�ne the image behaviour system on arrows	

More speci�cally� suppose m � A � B is a morphism of systems and

e � n� n
� a �
cell in C� so that Ae � An � An

� and Be � Bn � Bn
� 	 Then we

factorise mn � An � Bn to get an intermediate An� similarly for n�	 We then

use the �ll in property to get Ae � An � An
�	 This gives the factorisation of

m with image system A	

Only for the case of of �
behaviour systems� we also need to de�ne Ar for

any �
cell e
r

� e
�	 This is given by simply restricting Br	

De�nition ��� Given a behaviour system A� its image ����behaviour sys�

tem is A� where

A
��

A
��

B

is the factorisation of the unique behaviour ����system morphism A � B�

where B is the �nal ����behaviour system�

The �nal semantics concept of image behaviour system �or model� is dual

to the concept of reachable submodel from the initial semantics	 Reachable

submodels can be obtained in the same way by factoring the unique morphism

from the initial model to the corresponding model	

Any morphism � � �C� d� � �C �
� d� of behaviour signatures determines a

functor

�
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�� � BSys�C
� � d�D�� BSys�C� d�D� mapping a behaviour system A� to ��A�

and any morphism f � of behaviour systems to �f � �i	e	� the vertical composition

between � as a functor and f � as a natural transformation�	

Corollary ��� For any morphism � � �C� d� � �C �� d� of ����behaviour sig�

natures� �� is a morphism of factorisation systems �EC��MC�� � �EC �MC��

i�e�� EC��� � EC and MC��� �MC �

Lemma �� Let  � I � J be a functor surjective on objects and D be any

category� Then the functor D	 � DJ � DI is faithful and injective on objects�

Corollary ���� Let � � �C� d�� �C �� d� be a morphism of ����behaviour sig�

natures with ��h� d� � C�h� d� � C ����h�� d� surjective for any h� Let B be

the �nal ����behaviour system over �C� d�D� and B� be the �nal system over

�C �� d�D�� Then the unique morphism of ����behaviour systems m � B��� � B

is injective in all components� i�e�� it belongs to MC�

Proof� Fix h � jCj � fdg	 �B����h � B
�

��h� � DC����h��d�	 Then by applying

the previous lemma for ��h� d� in the r�ole of  � we get that mh is faithful and

injective on objects� therefore m � MC 	

Fact ���� Any morphism of ����behaviour signatures generated by a hidden

sorted signature morphism has the surjectivity property of the previous Corol�

lary�

Proof� By using the condition �M�� of the de�nition of morphisms of hidden

sorted signatures	

� Hidden Sorted Rewriting Logic

In this section we use the technique previously developed for de�ning the

basic ingredients of HSRWL� such as signatures� models� and satisfaction of

sentences by models	 We �nally show that HSRWL is an institution	

��� Signatures and Models

De�nition ��� A hidden sorted rewrite signature is given by �H��� E��

where �H��� is a hidden sorted signature over �V��� D� with the di�erence that

D is a rewrite model for �V��� rather than an algebra� and E is a collection

of ��equations� A morphism � � �H��� E� � �H ����� E �� of hidden sorted

rewrite signatures is a morphism of hidden sorted signatures �H���� �H �����

such that the following is satis�ed�

�M�� ��E� j�
� E �

A hidden sorted rewrite model M for a hidden sorted rewrite signature

�H��� E� over �V��� D� is just a ��� E��rewrite model such that M�� � D�

Condition �M�� corresponds to the �encapsulation of structural axioms� and

together with �M�� play the crucial r�ole in obtaining the Satisfaction Condition

for HSRWL	

��
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Fact ��� Given a hidden sorted rewrite model M for a signature �H��� E��
one can canonically extract a ��behaviour system �M � for the ��behaviour sig�

nature �C� d� generated by �H���� by letting

� �M �h �Mh for each h � H�

� �M �h��ai � �M � � a� � Mh �Mh� for each � � �vhv� �h� and a � jDvv� j� and

� ��M �r�b� � �M�r� �b� for each r � Dvv��a� a�� and b � jMhj�

This can be easily extended to a forgetful functor � � from the category of hidden

sorted rewrite models to the category of ��behaviour systems�

Lemma ��� Let A be a �H����rewrite model and m � �A�� B be a morphism

of behaviour systems� There is an unique morphism of �H����rewrite models

m� � A� B� such that �m�� � m�

Proof� Because �m�� should be m� for any h � H we take B�
h to be Bh and m

�
h

to be mh	 If � � �vhv��h�� then� for all a � jDvj� b � Bh� �B��b� a� is Bh��ai�b�	 If
� � �v�h� v � V �� h � H� then� for all a � Dv� �B��a� is de�ned as mh��A�a��	
These de�ne a hidden sorted rewrite model B� and a morphism m� � A� B�	
Notice that m� is indeed a morphism of hidden sorted models because of the
naturality of m and of the de�nition of the interpretations of the operations
� � �v�h� v � V �� h � H� in B�	

��� Behavioural Satisfaction for Rewriting Logic

In this section we de�ne the behavioural satisfaction relation for HSRWL by
using the behaviour image system rather than the �
behaviour system	 �

behavioural satisfaction is discussed in a section below	

De�nition ��� Let �H��� E� be a hidden sorted signature� Then for each

rewrite model M � its behaviour image M is de�ned as �M �
�
� where

� �M � is the image of the unique morphism of behaviour systems �M � � B�

and

� �M �
�
is obtained by lifting the canonical map �M � � �M � back to �H����

rewrite models�

A �H��� E��rewrite model M behaviourally satis�es a sentence ��� i� M j�
�� We write this as M j	�H�
�E� ��� �or just M j	 ��� for short��

Sentences ��� in this case can be either �possibly conditional� rules or equa

tions modulo the structural equations E	 The notation ��� extends the usual
notation for equivalence classes of terms modulo E to rules and equations in
the obvious way	

Theorem ��	 �Satisfaction Condition for HSRWL� Let � � �H��� E� �
�H ����� E �� be a morphism of hidden sorted rewrite signatures�M � be a �H ����� E ���
rewrite model� and � be a ��rule or a ��equation� Then

M �
j	�H� �
��E�� ������ i� M ��� j	�H�
�E� ���

��
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Proof� This proof follows the idea of the proof of Theorem �� of ���	 Since

there is no danger of confusion by � we will denote both the hidden sorted

signature morphism �H��� � �H ����� and the corresponding behaviour sig


nature morphism	

We �rst show the naturality of the behaviour image wrt the signature

morphisms� i	e	� that

M ��� �M ���

Consider the following diagram of behaviour systems�

�� �M �� ��
e�

�� �M �� ��
m�

��B
�

��

m

�M ���� ��

e�
�M ����

��

m�
B


We have that e� � EC and m� � MC by Corollary �	�� e� � EC and m� �

MC by de�nition� and m � MC by Corollary �	��	 The uniqueness of the

factorisation gives us �� �M �� � �M ���� �modulo a canonical isomorphism�	 By

applying Lemma �	� for e� � e�� we get that M ��� � M ���	

Now we can proceed with the proof of the Satisfaction Condition	 We may

assume that � is a rule� the case when � is an equation can be treated similarly

and it might be more familiar from the HSA	

M � j	�H� �
��E�� ������ i� M � j�
� E � and M � j�
� ����

i� M ��� j�
 E and M � j�
 ����

��M�� and the CBEL Satisfaction Condition�

i� M ��� j�
 E and M ��� j�
 �

�RWL Satisfaction Condition�

i� M ��� j�
 E and M ��� j�
 �

�by the previous argument�

i� M ��� j	�H�
�E� ���

�by de�nition��

�� Towards a Proof Theory for RWL Behavioural Satisfaction

In this section we develop some syntactic characterisations of the behavioural

satisfaction relation de�ned in the previous section	 This opens the door for

using recent advanced techniques developed for HSA �such as the �coinduc


tion� of ����� for supporting proofs of properties of behavioural speci�cation

in RWL	

Proposition ��
 Let �H��� E� be a hidden sorted rewrite signature� Then

for each �H��� E��model M and for any rule �t�� �t���

��
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M j	 �t�� �t�� implies M j� c�t�� c�t�� for all contexts c of visible sort

Proof� Given a hidden sort h � H� there is a canonical one
one correspon

dence

fc�z� j c context of visible sort with the variable z of sort hg � C�h� d�

where �C� d� is the behaviour signature determined by �H��� E�	

M j	 �t� � �t�� means that M j� t � t�� which means there exists a
natural transformation � � tM � t�

M
	 We need to �nd a natural transformation

�c � c�t�M � c�t�M for each visibile context c � C�h� d�	 Assume t� t� � w � h	
Then for each p � jMwj we de�ne

�cp � cM��p��

where p is the image of p in Mw via the canonical map M �M 	 We have to
show the naturality of �cp� i	e	� the commutativity of the following diagram�

p

��

�

cM�tM �p�� ��
�c
p

��

cM �tM ����

cM�t�M�p��

��

cM �t�
M

����

p� cM�tM�p��� ��
�c
p�

cM�t�M �p���

for all � �Mw	 But this follows because c has visible sort� which means that
cM�tM���� � cM�tM���� � D� and by the naturality of �	

Theorem ��� Let �H��� E� be a hidden sorted rewrite signature over �V��� D�
with D partial order� Then for each �H��� E��model M and for any rule

�t�� �t���

M j	 �t�� �t�� i� M j� c�t�� c�t�� for all contexts c of visible sort

Proof� Assume M j� c�t�� c�t��	 By de�nition M j	 �t� � �t�� is equivalent
to M j� t� t�	 So we have to �nd a natural transformation � � tM � t�

M
	

Assume that t� t� � w � h� and as in Proposition �	� notice the one
one
correspondence between the contexts of argument h and C�h� d�	 So� by hy

pothesis we know that for each c � C�h� d�� there exists �c � c�t�M � c�t��M 	

In the virtue of the de�nition of M we may consider Mh as a full subcat

egory of Bh	 The for each p � jMhj we de�ne

�p � f�cpgc�C�h�d�

The correctenss of this de�nition for � � tM � t�
M

is assured by the fact that

because Mh � Bh is full� the canonical map M � M is surjective on the
elements �i	e	� objects� of the carriers and it is a congruence� therefore for
each c � C�h� d�� if p � p� then �cp and �cp� have the same source and target
in D� so they are equal	

��
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We still have to prove the naturality of �� i	e	� the commutativity of

p

��

�

t
M
�p� ��

�p

��

t
M

���

t
�

M
�p�

��

t
�

M

���

p� t
M
�p��� ��

�
p�

t
�

M
�p��

in Mh for all � � Mw�p� p��	 If we consider this diagram in Bh� then it

commutes componentwise� i	e	�

p

��

�

cM�tM �p�� ��
�
c

p

��

c
M

�t
M

����

cM�t�
M
�p��

��

c
M

�t�
M

����

p� cM�tM�p��� ��
�
c

p�

cM�t�
M
�p���

commutes for each c � C�h� d� because in D there is at most one arrow

cM�tM�p��� cM�t�
M
�p���	

Corollary ��� For any hidden sorted rewrite signature �H��� E� over �V��� D�

with D partial order� any model M � and any rule �t�� �t��� we have that

M j	 �t�� �t�� if M j� t� t
�

Proof� By the soundness of RWL M j� �t� � �t�� implies that M j� c�t� �

c�t�� for all contexts c of visible sort� which further implies M j	 �t� � �t�� by

Theorem �	�	

Corollary �� Let �H��� E� be a hidden sorted rewrite signature over �V��� D�

with D partial order and �R� be a rewrite theory� Then

�R� j	 �t�� �t�� i� �R� 
 �c�t��� �c�t��� for all contexts c of visible sort

Proof� By the completeness of RWL� �R� 
 �c�t�� � �c�t��� is equivalent to

�R� j� �c�t��� �c�t���	

First assume �R� j	 �t� � �t�� and consider a �H��� E�
model for R	 By

Corollary �	�� M j	 �R�� therefore M j	 �t� � �t��� which by Proposition �	�

implies M j� c�t�� c�t��	

For the converse assume �R� j� �c�t�� � �c�t��� and consider a model M

such that M j	 �R�	 Then M j� R� which implies M j� c�t� � c�t��� which

meansM j	 �c�t��� �c�t���	 But since c is of visible sort� this is the same with

M j� c�t�� c�t�� which by Theorem �	� implies M j	 �t�� �t��	

� ��Behavioural Satisfaction

By using �
behaviour system instead of behaviour systems� we can re
use

De�nition �	� for de�ning ��behavioural satisfaction� which we denote by

j	�	 Similarly to Theorem �	� the ordinary behavioural satisfaction case� we

have a Satisfaction Condition for j	��

��
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Theorem 	�� Let � � �H��� E� � �H ����� E �
� be a morphism of hidden

sorted rewrite signatures� M � be a �H ����� E �
��rewrite model� and � be a ��rule

or a ��equation� Then

M �
j	

�

�H� �
��E�� ������ i� M ��� j	
�
�H�
�E� ���

The rest of this section is devoted to the study of the relationship betwen

behavioural satisfaction and the �
behavioural satisfaction relation	 Fix a sig


nature �H��� E� over �V��� D�� and let B denote the �nal behaviour system�

B
�
the �nal �
behaviour system	

For any modelM � let M denote its image behaviour system and M denote

its image �
behaviour system	

De�nition 	�� Let h � H� Then a� a� �Mh are behaviourally equivalent

i� a � a�� i�e�� they get identi�ed by the canonical map M � M 
 we denote

this by a � a��

Similarly� a and a� are ��behaviourally equivalent i� a � a�
 we denote

this by a � a��

Fact 	�� Both � and � are ��congruences�

Lemma 	�� Let h � H and let a
�
� b� a�

�
� b� �Mh� Then�

�i� a � a� i� �M �c�a� � �M �c�a
�
� for all c � jC�h� d�j�

�ii� a � a� i� a � a� and ��M �r�a � ��M �r�a� for all c
r
� c� � C�h� d��

�iii� � � �� i� �M �c��� � �M �c��
�
� for all c � jC�h� d�j� and

�iv� � � �� i� a � a�� b � b�� and � � ���

Proof� By explicitating the action of the unique ��
� behaviour system mor


phism from �M � to B �or B
�
in the �
case�	

Proposition 	�	 There exists an unique morphism of hidden sorted rewrite

models � � M �M such that for each h � H the following diagram commutes

in C at�

Mh
��

��

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B Mh

��

�h

��B
�
h

��

Mh
��Bh

where B�
� B is the unique behaviour system morphism from B

� �regarded

as a behaviour system� to B�

Proof� We de�ne �h�a� � �h�a� for each a � Mh	 This covers the de�nition

of �h on objects and arrows originating from Mh	 Let now a
�
� a� such that

there is no arrow a
�
� a�

in Mh with 	 � �	 then because Mh � B
�
h is full�

� � B�
h	 Let �

�
be its image in Bh via the canonical map B

�
h � Bh	 Since Mh

is full� �� � Mh� therefore we may de�ne �h��� � ��
	 Routine veri�cations

will show that �h is functor and that � is a model morphism	

Corollary 	�
 Using the same notations as above�

� � is full �in all components� i� B�
h � Bh is full for each h � H� and

��
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� � is isomorphism i� B�

h
� Bh is a full subcategory for each h � H�

Corollary 	�� If B�

h
� Bh is full for each h � H� then for each hidden

sorted rewrite model M and each unconditional equation or rewrite rule ����

M j	 ��� if M j	
� ���

Proof� In the virtue of the de�nition of behavioural satisfaction �either in the

simple case and in the �
case�� we have to prove that M j� � if M j� �	

If ��� is an equation� then it is easy to check that by using the classi

cal argument that quotients preserve the validity of unconditional equations	

This is due to the fact that � � M � M is a surjective on objects and full
homomorphism	

If � is a rewrite rule t� t�� assumeM j� �	 Then there exists � � t
M
� t�

M
	

We de�ne � � ���� and because � is full and surjective on objects and � is
natural� we can easily prove that � is natural too	

Directly from the second part of Corollary �	� we deduce the following�

Corollary 	�� If B
�

h
� Bh is full for each h � H� then for each model M

and each sentence ����

M j	 ��� i� M j	
� ���

Corollary 	� If the system of data D is a partial order� then for each model

M and each sentence ���

M j	 ��� i� M j	
� ���

� Conclusions and Future Research

We internalised behavioural satisfaction to RWL by using a semantic de�n

tion of behavioural satisfaction between hidden sorted rewrite models on one
side� and equations and rules on the other side	 This gives an instituion for
HSRWL which generalises both HSA and RWL� thus providing a unitary logic
underlying the integration of the two speci�cation paradigms	

This paper concentrates on the semantic and logical foundations of this
new paradigm� but also makes some links to the proof theory	 We feel that
further work needs to be done in the following areas�

� exploration of advanced techniques for proving behavioural properties of
concurrent distributed systems by shifting to the HSRWL the techniques
already developed for HSA� such as the �coinduction� of �����

� exploration of relevant examples in connection to the above�

� clarify the relationship between the two di�erent treatments in HSRWL of
the object paradigm inherited from HSA and RWL� and

� further study of the relationship between behavioural satisfaction and �

behavioural satisfaction	

We also plan to use HSRWL as a framework for de�ning the formal seman

tics of the CafeOBJ system ��� which actaully implements both speci�cation

��
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paradigms	 In fact CafeOBJ was the �rst driving force behind this research	

A An example

We devote this appendix for gradually illustrating the concepts introduced

in this paper by using the �simple� example of a behavioural speci�cation in

HSRWL of a non
deterministic counter �the code is written in CafeOBJ ����	

The data

As data we consider the natural numbers with non
deterministic choice as

speci�ed by the following RWLmodule importing a library of natural numbers	

module NAT� �

extending �NAT�

op ��� � Nat Nat �� Nat

vars M N � Nat

rule M � N �� M 	

rule M � N �� N 	




This de�nes a �visible� signature �V���	 For the model D of data we con


sider jDNatj � Pf
� where Pf
 is the set of all �nite sets of natural numbers	

DNat�S� S
�
� �  if S � �� S and DNat�S� S

�
� � fS � S �g if S � � S	 We de�ne

the interpretation of the �choice� operator ! as S!S �
� S � S �

and the inter


pretations of the usual operations on the natural numbers in a straighforward

manner� for example

S " S �
� fx" x� j x � S� x� � S �g for all S� S � � Pf


Notice that the interpretations of the operations are monotonic wrt inclusion

between sets of natural numbers� so they are functors	

The counter� signature and models

Now we can use the data module NAT! for specifying the counter object	

module COUNTER �

protecting �NAT��

� Counter � �� class �hidden sort�

op add � Nat Counter �� Counter �� method

op read � Counter �� Nat �� attribute

var N � Nat

var C � Counter

eq read�add�NC�� � N � read�C� 	 �� structural equation




This de�nes a hidden sorted rewrite signature �H��� E� over �V��� D� where

H consists of only one hidden sort �Counter� and � contains one method

�add� and one attribute �read�� and E contains one structural equation	

We consider two models for the module COUNTER	 The �rst one� denoted A�

is a �history� model that interprets ACounter as the set �Pf
�
�
of lists of �nite

��
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sets of natural numbers	 In other words in this model the states of the counter

are implemented as the lists �S� � � � Sk� with Si � 
 �nite for i � �� k	 This is

a static implementation in the sense that there are no transitions between the

states of the counter	 addA just adds new sets to the history list� and readA

evaluates the state by readA��S� � � � Sk�� � S� " � � �" Sk	

The second model� denoted A �which we will later see that is in fact the

bahaviour image of the model A�� implements ACounter as DNat� addA�S�C� �

S " C� and readA�C� � C	 Notice that both models satisfy the structural

equation	

The counter� behaviour signature and systems
 �nal behaviour system

The hidden sorted signature �H��� determines a behaviour signature C where

jCj � fCounter� dg	 Because we have only one method and one �unparam


eterised by data� attribute� C is the category freely generated by the set of

arrows C�Counter� Counter� � Pf
 and C�Counter� d� having only one ele


ment	 This means that both C�Counter� Counter� and C�Counter� d� consists

of lists of �nite sets of natural numbers with list concatenation as arrow com


position in C� i	e	� C�Counter� Counter� � C�Counter� d� � �Pf
�
�
	

The behaviour system �A� interprets Counter as ACounter and

�A��S����Sk�  Counter�Counter��S
�

� � � � S
�

m�� � �S� � � � SkS
�

� � � � S
�

m�

�A��S����Sk�  Counter�d��S
�

� � � � S
�

m�� � S� " � � �" Sk " S �� " � � �" S �m

while �A� interprets Counter as ACounter � DNat and

�A��S����Sk��S� � S� " � � �" Sk " S

in both cases	 This de�nition can be extended on arrows by using the mono


tonicity of " wrt the inclusions between �nite sets of natural numbers� this

making �A��S����Sk� functors	

The �nal behaviour system B
 interprets BCounter as D�Pf	��
	

The counter� behaviour image and satisfaction

It is easy to calculate the de�nition of the component qCounter of the unique

behaviour system morphism q � �A� � B�

qCounter��S� � � � Sk����S
�

� � � � S
�

m�� � S� " � � �" Sk " S �� " � � �" S �m

Notice that qCounter � �Pf
�
� � D�Pf	��

is not full because ACounter is a discrete

category �i	e	� a set�	 It is easy to notice that

�A� � �A� � B

is a factorisation for q� therefore A is the behaviour image of A	 Because of

the factorisation system in C at� ACounter � BCounter is full� therefore the be


haviour image A also adds transitions apart of the usual identi�cation between

behavioural equivalent states	

Consider the rule

�add�M!N� C�� �� �add�M� C��

��
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It is clear that A does not satisfy this rule in the ordinary RWL sense because

the model A does not implement any transitions for the counter	 However�

A j	 �add�M!N� C�� �� �add�M� C�� because A j� �add�M!N� C�� �� �add�M� C��	

We can actually prove this rule by using context induction� i	e	� proving

that

COUNTER 
 c�add�M!N� C��� c�add�M� C��

for each context of visible sort	 The only context of length � is read�z�� so

read�add�M!N� C�� �� read�add�M� C�� follows by an application of the struc


tural equation on both sides and by one application of the congruence rule for

M!N �� M	 Each context c of length n"� is of the form read�add�S� c��� where

read�c��z�� is a context of length n	 By the structural axiom this reduces to

S " read�c��add�M!N� C��� � read�c��add�M� C��� which can be proved by the

induction hypothesis and by one application of the rule of congruence	
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